Vizor

The new ergonomic, stereo, visual inspection system from Scienscope. Inspect with accuracy and work in comfort without eyepieces. This System is affordably priced with several optical and mounting options.

Features

- Stereo Optics
- No Eyepieces
- 2x and 10x Lens Options
- Integrated LED Lighting
- Up to 7.5” of Working Distance
- 5-Year Optical Warranty

SYSTEMS

- All Systems Include
  - 4x lenses
  - 6x lenses
  - 8x lenses

- Choice of
  - Bench Stand
  - Bench Stand w/ Focusing Stage
  - Articulating Arm Stand w/ C-Clamp

Starting at $1,600.00!

*THE NEW SCIENSCOPE AUTO FOCUS HD MACRO RESOLUTION SYSTEMS SPECS AND FEATURES MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE*